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Failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) methodology widely used in a variety of areas 
to evaluate the potential failure modes or to make decision with corrective actions, 
either for a process or a product. FMEA is a group activity which can involved up to a 
high number of team members or experts, potentially more than 20, and with different 
knowledge, experience and/or background. In practice, it is challenging to agree with a 
consensus decision, if a larger number of members involved. To the best of our 
knowledge, devising solution for such problem is new. Motivated from this problem, a 
new approach adopting a consensus model for FMEA is developed and evaluated. The 
aim of this project is to apply fuzzy group decision making with consensus to FMEA. 
The applicability of the proposed approach to cope with the consensus in group decision 
making of FMEA is presented. The usefulness of proposed approach is evaluated by 
two benchmark information with different ratings which are fuzzy and non-fuzzy 
ratings. The first benchmark information is on designing the fire system of a yacht with 
non-fuzzy ratings and for the second benchmark information is on the nuclear reheat 
valve system with the ratings of fuzzy. The usefulness of the new approach (consensus 
model) is justified by the results when handling the consensus group decision making 
















Metodologi kegagalan mod dan analisis kesan (FMEA) digunakan secara meluas dalam 
pelbagai bidang untuk menilai mod kegagalan potensi atau membuat keputusan dengan 
tindakan pembetulan sama ada untuk proses atau produk. FMEA adalah aktiviti 
kumpulan yang boleh melibatkan jumlah ahli atau pakar yang tinggi, berpotensi lebih 
daripada 20, dan mempunyai pengetahuan, pengalaman dan / atau latar belakang yang 
berlainan. Dalam praktiknya, adalah mencabar untuk bersetuju dengan keputusan 
konsensus, jika bilangan anggota yang lebih besar terlibat. Untuk pengetahuan kita yang 
terbaik, mencipta penyelesaian untuk masalah tersebut adalah baru. Motivasi daripada 
masalah ini, satu pendekatan baru yang mengadaptasi model konsensus untuk FMEA 
dibangunkan dan dinilai. Matlamat projek ini adalah untuk memohon membuat 
keputusan kumpulan fuzzy dengan konsensus kepada FMEA. Penerapan pendekatan 
yang dicadangkan untuk mengatasi kesepakatan dalam membuat keputusan kumpulan 
FMEA dibentangkan. Kegunaan pendekatan yang dicadangkan dievaluasi oleh dua 
maklumat penanda aras dengan penarafan yang berbeza yang merupakan penilaian 
kabur dan tidak kabur. Maklumat penanda aras pertama adalah untuk merekabentuk 
sistem kebakaran sebuah kapal layar dengan penarafan yang tidak kabur dan untuk 
maklumat penanda aras kedua adalah pada sistem injap pemanasan nuklear dengan 
penarafan kabur. Kegunaan pendekatan baru (model konsensus) adalah wajar dengan 
keputusannya apabila mengendalikan masalah keputusan keputusan konsensus 
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1.1  Background 
 
In the industry of aerospace, failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) is a 
technique of reliability and safety well-known risk prioritization which is originally 
developed in the 1960’s. It was created to implement the identification and alleviation 
of the problems of risk on how it might has the possibility of failure and the possible 
impact from various failures. It analyzes on the cause of failure in physical process 
proceed to be failed, identifies potential failure modes which an observation on the way 
of failure occurs and determines failure effect which analyzes on the impact of failure 
upon the system’s function, status or operation. 
The main aim of FMEA is to provide a basic to distinguish the root causes of a 
failure and develop an effective method of documentation. To develop an effective 
method of documentation, choose a better corrective method for improving the 
reliability, safety and quality of a process or product and decreasing re-occurrence. 
FMEA was firstly developed in 1960’s for the program of Apollo Space which is 
organized by NASA then was early adopted in the mid of 1970’s for industry of 
automotive and  now liberally used in various industries such as car manufacturer, 
semiconductor processing and machine manufacturer. A simplified historical 



















Figure 1.1: Historical Development in FMEA 
 
Generally, there are four common types of FMEA [1]: 
1) Design FMEA. It is applied on the early phase of the design to identify the 
possibility of the design flaw. 
2) System FMEA. It analyzes the system and subsystem in the early stage of design 
and concept which centred on the causation of the system-related law. 
3) Service FMEA. It is focused on the possibility of failure mode caused in system 
or process-related flaw before the customers receive the product for the sake of 
satisfaction of customers. 
4) Process FMEA. It is utilized the process on producing a product or service by 
concentrating on the mode of failure caused in process or assembly-related flaw. 
Advantages of using FMEA are discussed in [56], outlined as follows: 
 FMEA improves the relationship between different organizations such as 
supplier and customer. 
 FMEA gives a simple direction to discover and implement on a evaluation in 
complicated system. 
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 FMEA is a systematic and reliable method in distinguishing the relationship 
between effect, cause and mode of a failure. 
In general, a Risk Priority Number (RPN) in traditional FMEA is to utilize the 
risk with regards to each of the potential failure mode. The RPN model includes three 
risk factors which are Occurrence (O), Detection (D) and Severity (S). Severity defines 
the impact of the effect on the failure modes, Occurrence describes the possibility of the 
causation of a failure and Detection indicates the detectability of the failure modes. The 
rating scale for these three risk factors is from ‘1’ to ‘10’. 
 Despite, as stated in [2-4], it is argued that numerous shortcomings are 
experienced and some of the limitations are discussed. According to [3], the traditional 
FMEA does not fully take into account on the interconnection among the variety of 
failure modes and effects is observed. The use of the method of multiplication in the 
calculation of RPN value is questionable.  Moreover, the traditional FMEA does not 
take the relative weight of the expertise (FMEA users) and the risk factors of O, D and 
S into consideration [6]. The conventional RPN model is strongly reactive to variations 
in criticality evaluations of factors. Small variations in one rating may lead to huge 
various effects on the RPN up to the values of the other factors. For example, if O and 
D are both 20, then a 1-point difference in S score results in a difference of 400 in the 
value of RPN. 
 
1.2    Problem Statements 
 
FMEA is a group activity involving a group of experts which have several 
experiences and knowledge on estimating the potential failure in a product or process 
[7, 8]. It is important that the team are accepted the rating of risk factors [7]. 
Nevertheless, there is always a difficulty in achieving an agreement from the decision 
makers which are the experts and FMEA users in a group decision making task [9]. 
From [7], it stated that it is good practice in making effort to reach a consensus within a 
team when distributing the rating on the different parameter of FMEA. Furthermore, it 
is advised that if no consensus is achieved, the best way to solve is to select the higher 
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value of the pair. Despite, this is not always the case when practical in application are 
considered. 
In such case, a model of consensus is required to implement the assessment of 
group activity to achieve a high consensus solution. Therefore, in this project, a new 
approach is proposed with the use of fuzzy on FMEA application with group decision 
making. The goal of this project is to exploit the new approach technique on FMEA 
application for FMEA users to use intuitive decision making instead of structured 
approach. 
 
1.3   Project Objectives 
 
There are 2 objectives in this project: 
 To apply consensus model to FMEA methodology 
 To evaluate the usefulness of consensus model with two benchmark information 
relating yacht design system and nuclear reheat valve system in FMEA 
 
1.4   Project Scope 
 
The purpose of the project is to exploit the new approach technique on FMEA 
application for FMEA users to use intuitive decision making instead of structured 
approach. The new approach is about the (fuzzy) consensus approach in group decision 
making to FMEA. 
First and foremost, study and investigate in literature on traditional and fuzzy 
FMEA. Secondly, define the shortcomings of the group activity issue in FMEA and 
study the consensus approach by choosing a suitable method to be implemented in 
FMEA. Next, construct an applicable methodology on the approach and lastly, 
implement the approach to two benchmark information of FMEA in order to determine 
the effectiveness of the proposed approach. 
5 
 
1.5   Project Overview 
 
This project is organized into three chapters. In Chapter 1, it covers on the 
introduction of the whole project. It also consists of the objectives, problem statements 
and scopes of the project. 
 
In Chapter 2, it explains on the literature review of the project. The literature 
review begins with the introduction which is an explanation on the overview of the 
literature. Then, it follows by recent advance on FMEA research, traditional FMEA, 
fuzzy logic approach to FMEA, consensus model and current trends of consensus model 
developments. This project is more focusing on new approach technique on FMEA 
application for FMEA users to use intuitive decision making instead of structured 
approach.  
In Chapter 3, it describes project methodology where it is aim on the method 
that used to complete the project accordingly. The methodology will be presented in the 
flow chart which clearly explained about how this project is planned and organized in 
completing the project. 
In Chapter 4, it evaluates the applicability of the proposed approach to FMEA 
with two benchmark information which relating to yacht design system and nuclear 
reheat valve system by using FMEA methodology. The results will be discussed and 
analyzed. 
In Chapter 5, it discusses and presents a concluding remark and recommendation 











2.1   Introduction 
 
This chapter introduces recent advance on FMEA research, discusses traditional 
FMEA and its methodology, presents fuzzy logic approach to FMEA, reviews on 
consensus model literature and introduces current trends of consensus model 
development. 
 
2.2   Recent Advance on FMEA Research 
 
In traditional FMEA, the Risk Priority Number (RPN) is calculated by using 
method of crisp [11]. Nevertheless, there are few majors shortcomings had stated in [2] 
when it applied into real-world cases as follows: 
 
(1) The formula of RPN which means the production of S, O and D is questionable 
and debatable. This is because there are no rational reasons on production which is also 
stated in [2, 3, 6, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15]. 
(2) The relative weights among the risk factors of S, O and D are not take into 
account in traditional FMEA because different weights will provide different ranking of 
failure modes as pointed out in [2, 3, 6, 8, 11, 15, 16]. Identically, the same value of 
RPN can be calculated by the different combination of rating of O, D and S. However, 
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the hidden implication of risk might be totally different. In this situation, ignore some 
failure modes with high risk. This situation was specified in [2, 3, 4, 8, 11, 12, 15]. 
(3) The three risk factors (O, D and S) are hard to be precisely evaluated by FMEA 
users or team members. The uncertainty or vagueness contained in the information of 
FMEA cannot be expressed out precisely yet it cannot be express in linguistic way. This 
issue was stated in [2, 3, 9, 14, 15]. 
After Zadeh had proposed the fuzzy set theory in 1960s, there are numerous 
alternatives approaches or methods had been introduced in literature to improve and 
resettle the deficiency of traditional FMEA methodologies. A research of recent 
advanced methods or approached as discussed in [2].  
 
Table 2.1: Recent Advanced Proposed Methods 
Techniques Approaches Year 
MCDM (Multi-
criteria 
ME-MCDM (multi expert multi criteria decision 
making) [23] 
2001 
Decision Making Fuzzy TOPSIS (Technique for Order of Preference by 2003 
 Similarity to Ideal Solution) [20]  
 Grey Theory [27] 2006 
 AHP/ANP (Analytic Hierarchy/Network Process) [24] 2009 
 Evidence Theory [5] 2011 
Artificial Intelligence Rule-Base System [38] 2001 
 Fuzzy Rule-Base System [5], [7], [11], [17] 2012 
Integrated Approach 
Fuzzy ART (Adaptive Resonance Theory) algorithm 
[39] 
2009 
 Fuzzy AHP-Fuzzy Rule-Base System [41] 2010 
 




DEMATEL (Decision Making Trial and Evaluation 
Laboratory) 
2011 






2.3  Traditional FMEA 
 
In late 1960s, FMEA was originally part of risk management techniques for 
defence and nuclear industry [11]. FMEA is a systematic approach to estimate the risk 
associated with a complex engineered technological entity. FMEA is an analytical 
method that accumulates peoples’ experience and technology in distinguishing the 
predictable failure mode of a process or product [1]. It is a ‘group activity which is 
systematic’ to identify and estimate the probability of failure and its effect of a product 
or process [12] to improve the reliability and safety of complex systems and is purposed 
to contribute information for making decisions of risk management. Furthermore, 
FMEA determines the actions that can decrease or eliminate the possibility of known or 
potential failure mode from reoccurred [17]. FMEA is a tedious method since it needs a 
detailed analysis as well as systematic analysis [18]. On the other hand, FMEA process 
is started gradually from the analysis on the system which mostly prepared in a table to 
indicate the element of a system, occurrence, cause and impact of a failure mode [13]. A 
failure mode arises when a process, system, subsystem or component fails to meet the 















Review the process, design, product or service 
 
 
Identify potential failure modes 
 
 
Identify potential effect(s) of failure modes 
(Assign severity ratings for each effect) 
 
 
Identify potential cause(s) of failure modes 
(Assign occurrence ratings for each failure mode) 
 
 
Evaluate current controls 
(Assign detect ratings for each failure mode and/or effect) 
 
 
Prioritize failure modes 
(Calculate the RPNs for each failure mode) 
 
 
Identifying and implement actions leading to improvement 
(Take action to eliminate or reduce the high-risk failure modes) 
 
 
Reassess risks with another FMEA cycle 
 
 
Figure 2.1: FMEA Process 
 
2.3.1 FMEA Methodology 
 
In traditionally, the production of Risk Priority Number (RPN) is based on three 
input factors, Occurrence (O), Detection (D) and Severity (S) is used by FMEA to 
determine the risk of a potential failure mode as follows [16]; 
RPN = S x O x D 
Severity (S) is the assessment on impact of the failure modes to the next 
component, Occurrence (O) is the effects of a failure mode and Detection (D) is the 




factors are generally evaluated by experts based on each criteria of the risk with rating 
scale from ‘1’ to ‘10’ [1]. The RPN measures the failure’s risk and rank the failures and 
prioritization of action to the failure that achieved the highest RPN [1]. The examples of 
scale table for S, O and D from [20–22] are shown in Table 2.2, Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 
respectively. 
 
Table 2.2: Scale Table for Severity (S) (exampled from [20–22]) 
Rating Effect Severity of effect           
10 Hazardous without Very high severity without warning 
   
 
warning 
       9 Hazardous without Very high severity without warning 
   
 
warning 
       8 Very high Deterioration on system without compromising safety 
  7 High Deterioration on system with equipment damage 
  6 Moderate Deterioration on system with minor damage 
  
5 Low 
Deterioration on system without 
damage 




     
3 Minor 
No deterioration on system with some degradation of 
performance 
2 Very minor No deterioration on system with minimal interference 
  1 None No effect             
 
 
Table 2.3: Scale Table for Occurrence (O) (exampled from [20–22]) 
Rating 
 
Probability of occurrence 
 
Failure 
probability     
10 Extremely high: failure is >1 in 2    
 almost inevitable     
9 Very high 1 in 3    
8 Repeated failures 1 in 8    
7 High 1 in 2    
6 Moderately high 1 in 80    
5 Moderately high 1 in 400    
4 Relatively low 1 in 2    
3 Low 1 in 15,000   
2 Remote 1 in 150,000   





 Table 2.4: Scale Table for Detection (D) (exampled from [20–22]) 
Rating Detection Likelihood of detection         
10 
Absolute 
uncertainty Potential cause/mechanism undetected 
   
9 Very remote 
Detection in very remote chance on potential 
cause/mechanism 
 8 Remote 
 
Detection in remote chance on potential cause/mechanism 
 7 Very low 
 
Detection in very low chance on potential cause/mechanism 
 6 Low 
 
Detection in low chance on potential cause/mechanism 
 5 Moderate Detection in moderate chance on potential cause/mechanism 
 
4 Moderately high 




High chance of detection on potential cause/mechanism 
 2 Very high 
 
Very high chance of detection on potential cause/mechanism 
 1 Almost certain Potential cause/mechanism will be detected     
  
The production of these risk factors is simple, however it is hard to receive a 
better evaluation of the three factors and it is difficult to update the ratings frequently. 
Nowadays, with the development of FMEA in variety of fields, there are several 
drawbacks of calculation have been concerned as proposed in [12]. In [23], mentioned 
that the traditional FMEA methodology improvise many drawbacks that influence the 
efficiency and limits the usefulness, especially on imperfect information that might be 
unclear and ambiguous in the early stage. Similarly, the traditional FMEA process 
encompasses instability, imprecision, arbitrariness and vagueness as the method of crisp 
might not be settled also stated in [14]. The production of the S, O and D is remains 
unexplainable [13]. There are no permanent answers on this issue [15]. 
 
2.4   Fuzzy Logic Approach to FMEA 
 
Fuzzy logic is an approach derived from the theory of fuzzy set to deal with 
various real-world applications on problem solving on imprecision and uncertainty [24]. 
Fuzzy set was firstly proposed by Lofi Zadeh since 1965’s which is a set of elements 
that specify the relationship between a class of objects with membership’s degree. In the 
physical real world, the objects mostly are hard to be classified exactly [25]. Fuzzy logic 
helps to transfer the imprecision of human (crisp set) to a membership function’s degree 
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(fuzzy set) in the range of [0,1] as shown in Figure 2.2. The crisp set is the characteristic 
function that only has the value of zero represents ‘false’ and the value of one represents 
‘true’[26] as shown in Figure 2.3. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Membership Function of Fuzzy Set 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Membership Function of Crisp Set 
 
As the shortcomings of traditional FMEA methodology are commonly 
criticized, there are variety of approaches had proposed to solve the weakness of 
traditional FMEA by using fuzzy logic approach after the fuzzy set theory defined by 
Zadeh since 1960’s [27]. 
 For instance, by using linguistic term of fuzzy, [28] applied fuzzy sets and grey 
system to FMEA to determine the ratings of O, D and D and to grey relational analysis 
to achieve the root causes’ risk priority. In [29], fuzzy FMEA is used in ERP 
implementation for identification and failure preferences controlling. In addition, [30] 
suggested a trial of decision making method and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) to 
FMEA in order to reprioritize on the failure mode in FMEA according to the severity of 
effect and the relationships in the direct and indirect between the alternatives. 
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2.4.1 Fuzzy Set Theory 
 
Fuzzy set theory is often used for transformation of the imperfection information 
into a mathematical formula. This theory was firstly proposed by Zadeh in the early 
1960’s as an extension of classical set theory [26] and it provides a mathematical 
framework in natural way to deal with the problem on imprecision situation which 
define each situation to a class membership instead of presence of random value [31]. 
A fuzzy set is an addition of crisp set which allows partial membership function 
[31] as shown in Figure 2.3. A set C is defined as a collection of elements or objects x ϵ 
X, as such that x can either belong to or not belong to set C. Therefore, the characteristic 
function or membership function of a classical set can be represented with equation 
below, either belong to [µC(x) = 1] or not belong [µC(x) ≠ 1] to C. For example, C = set 
of height which is defined as characteristic function, µC(x) in equation below where 
µC(x) = 1 if x ϵ C and µC(x) = 0 if x is not ϵ C can be expressed as; 
    
                      
           
  
A fuzzy set theory allows a membership’s gradual assessment of an element to 
transfer from non-membership to membership and vice versa. A set of fuzzy is an 
effective representation to indicate the unsure measurements and unclear in natural 
language. 
In fuzzy set, universe of discourse, X in set C defined as membership function, 
µC(x) which expressed as a set of order pairs in equation below [26] to measure the 
degree on which an absolute value of x to C. The nearer the value of µA(x) ≈ 1, the more 
x belong to element C can be expressed as; 
                              
As an example, proposition ‘Jane is tall’ represents an elastic constraint on 
colour of Jane’s height. Fuzzy logic generalizes specific theory to a fuzzy set from a 
crisp set. The crisp set such as set of heights, C is equal or greater than the height of 
180cm. What if those who has the height of 179cm or 181cm? Does it consider as ‘tall’ 
which has the same category as the height of 180cm? From Figure 2.4, it shows they are 





uncertainty and imprecision in truth values can be managed in fuzzy set. A fuzzy set, 
saying [0.06/150, 0.6/180, 0.7/185 and 0.95/190] for the ‘height of Jane’ is much more 
informative as it consists of the imprecision information (height might be at 160, 180, 
185 and 190, vague in truth height) and uncertainty (degree of truth of possible height 










Figure 2.4: Crisp Set versus Fuzzy Set 
 
2.4.2 Fuzzy Membership Function 
 
Fuzzy membership function is a function of curve which demonstrates the 
degree of fuzziness in term of valuation in fuzzy logic [32]. It estimates the fuzziness in 
the set of fuzzy and the several types of membership functions are based on the effect of 
the system of fuzzy interference [33]. In standard, to represent a fuzzy set, variety of 
fuzzy functions of membership can be used. In particularly, the most familiar 
membership function are triangular, Gaussian, trapezoidal and generalized bell function 
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Figure 2.5: Types of Membership Function (obtained from [34]) 
 
In Figure 2.5(a), a triangular fuzzy set, µ(x: a, m, d) is a unique case of 
trapezoidal fuzzy set, where b = c. Let m = b = c, triangular fuzzy set is presented as in 
equation below. 
             
   
   
           
   
   
           
                         
  
 
In Figure 2.5(b), a fuzzy set of trapezoidal, µ(x: a, b, c, d) is depicted. A set of 
trapezoidal contains four parameters which are a, b, c and d as presented in equation 
below; 






   
   
              
                       
   
   
             
                          
  
In Figure 2.5(c), a Gaussian membership function, µ(x: c, σ) consists of two 
parameters which are the centre, c and standard deviation, σ as presented in equation 
below; 
                 






2.4.3 Fuzzy Linguistic Approach 
 
In the decision situation of real world, an effective way to deal with various 
types of aspects of problem from nature is the use of linguistic information [35]. One of 
the common approaches is fuzzy linguistic approach in settling such situation as it 
models the information of linguistic into set of fuzzy [35]. Linguistic approach based on 
fuzzy set has been commonly used in modelling qualitative information in various 
fields. Furthermore, there are two approaches have been proposed in [36] in any fuzzy 
sets application according to linguistic. The first approach is according to the principle 
of extension which approved aggregating and comparing the value of linguistic through 
computation associated with membership function dependent on the representation of 
semantic. The second approach is according to the approach of symbolic which guides 
the computation on the label with independent on the semantic representation. 
From [35], the concept of linguistic variables is introduced by Zadeh to present 
the set of precise into a language of natural or artificial. Linguistic variable is a 
linguistic expression on labelling information of numerical value into numerical 
variable with associated to the degree of membership function [11]. This thought of 
linguistic variable provides approximation phenomena for those having the high level of 
complexity and imprecision situation into a more amenable elaboration in the term of 
quantitative and qualitative [37]. 
For instance, in Figure 2.6, instead of assuming a numerical value height of 
179.8, it treated as a linguistic variable with linguistic value of ‘tall’ with degree 
function of 0.6, ‘very short’ with degree function of 0.06 or ‘very tall’ with degree of 
0.95. This linguistic variable concept was introduced by Zadeh in 1960’s, providing n 
approximation phenomena for those having high level of complexity and imprecision 
situation into a more amenable description in the term of quantitative and qualitative 
[37]. In particular, in treating a linguistic variable ‘height’ with value of {short, not so 
tall, not tall, tall, extremely tall}, guide to fuzzy logic and a basis approximate reasoning 













Figure 2.6: Linguistic Variable with Membership Functions 
 
2.5  Consensus Model 
 
In 1948’s, French et al had proposed the first mathematical approach on 
consensus model in a research in literature [38]. In [38], a consensus model reaching 
process is implemented on the impact of including employees in an organization of 
manufacturing to change the procedure of work. And later, in year 1970’s, an idea from 
Zadeh which is the fuzzy set theory is implemented into consensus model by Ragade in 
[39]. In [39], a conceptualize consensus under the situation of fuzzy is contributed. This 
model was a first work that addresses the consensus model in a fuzzy situation. 
 In 1996, soft consensus model in the problem of Group Decision Making 
(GDM) was originally defined by Herrera, Herrera-Viedma and Verdegay in [40]. This 
model was extremely cited paper in to the scientific database Essential Science 
Indicators. In [40], a new approach to consensus model was introduced in settling the 
problem of GDM based on the fuzzy linguistic preference relations. And later, an 
advanced consensus model which is led by both consensus and consistency measure in 
[41] was presented by the same author in 1997. In [41], by leading the process of 
decision, a new concept on providing a measure of consistency is implemented. This 
provides an advantage to reach a consensus solution with more consistency. In addition, 
in 2002, another contribution of prominent had been proposed by Herrera-Viedma, 
Herrera and Chiclana [42] and in [42], to cope with the cause of decision making, a new 
consensus model is proposed which represents of the experts’ preferences. 









 Furthermore, a seminal consensus contribution had been proposed [43] in 2007 
with extremely cited paper in Essential Science Indicators. In [43], a tool is provided to 
encourage the process of consensus which presence of missing/incomplete information 
value in the problem of group decision making. This model was the first model that 
automatically controlled by three measures without a moderator and the three measures 
are consensus measure, consistence measure and incompleteness measure. 
 
2.5.1 Consensus Approach to Fuzzy Group Decision Making (GDM) 
 
Nowadays, the importance of sound and rational decision making in various 
fields such as industry and business is very obviously [44]. GDM is a situation that a 
group of different individuals making a decision of collective on the set of alternative 
[44]. The problem of GDM is hard to come to an agreement for the group of decision 
makers when making decision. 
The question on how to distinguish the closeness among decisions of decision 
makers to achieve an agreeable solution in a group decision making process is very 
popular [9]. In such case, apply two processes to propose a model of consensus [14, 45] 
as shown in Figure 2.7 [9]. In Figure 2.7, the two processes are selection process and 
consensus process. Selection process is to obtain the solution on the set of alternative 
with concurrence to the decision of decision makers (experts) without taking account on 
the consensus degree amongst experts while consensus process is also known as the 
dynamic process that estimate the closeness of the preference of decision makers and is 
















Figure 2.7: Consensus Approach to Fuzzy Group Decision Making (GDM) [10] 
 
On the consensus measure, there are two different approaches have been 
proposed in [46, 43, 47, 38]: 
(1) Hard consensus which changing only between 0 (no or partial consensus) and 1 
(full consensus) respectively. 
(2) Soft consensus which means by using a flexible way, a group of experts can 
come to an agreement according to the concept of coincidence [19]. 
For hard consensus, the full and partial agreement is much further from the real 
situation while soft consensus is more towards to the approach of realistic. In the 
measure of soft consensus, a relation of fuzzy preference is applied to represent the 
preference of experts [19]. In addition, there are three types of soft consensus approach 
as utilized in [43] which are hard coincidence, soft coincidence and coincidence among 
solution. One of the most effective approaches was approach which reflects the case of 
real consensus in every phase of consensus reaching process as analyzed in [19]. 
 
2.5.2 Soft Consensus Coincidence among Solutions 
 
In the problem of group decision making, it is expanded to take consensus into 
consideration as a procedure of iterative until an agreement is achieved after numerous 
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rounds of discussion. After that, assuming the reaching consensus process is guided by 
two measures of consensus [48–49]: the consensus level to estimate the consensus level 
in the discussion of each round and the measurement of proximity to lead to the phase 
of discussion. Moreover, the information about the state of consensus is allowed to 
discover by these measures of consensus at every level of representation which namely, 
pairs of alternatives, alternatives and complete relation. Therefore, in this case, compute 
the similarity existing between preferences by means of function of distance to evaluate 
the degree of agreement between experts. 
In this project, the technique of soft consensus coincidence among solution used 
by consensus mode is implemented. In this approach, the coincidence is achieved by 
means of similarity measure of the individual solution of each expert with the collective 
solution which means the aggregated solution from all experts. The similarity measure 
is a gradual concept which assessed in the range between 0 and 1 [5]. Then, achieving 
these measurements by comparing the position of individual and collective solution 
which allowing a better consensus situation to be implemented in consensus process. 
From [5], this approach is pointed out saying that it more towards a situation of 
realistic. In [9], a discussion stated that the benefit of this approach is that the degree of 
consensus achieved is similarity to the real consensus situation. This is because when 
compared to other techniques of soft consensus, it implemented in a more flexible way 
on estimating the equivalence between the collective and individual solution. 
Nevertheless, the deficiency of this technique is the high level of difficulty of 
computation compared to other techniques of soft consensus.  Before estimating the 
degree of consensus, it depicts the measure of similarity among the solutions achieved 
(individual and collective) from experts and then a selection process is applied [9]. 
 
2.6  Current Trends of Consensus Model Developments 
 
A research on the approach of consensus model and it had been implemented 
into variety of group decisions making. There are four current trends had been 
identified in the consensus models development [5]: 
i. Adaptive consensus models 
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 This model adapts the amount of changes required to the decision 
makers in every consensus round to increase the degree of consensus 
and decrease the amount of changes required. After that, three 
consensus levels are set which are ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘very low’. 
For the consensus levels which are ‘low’ and ‘very low’, the furthest 
preferences on all decision makers are searched and for the consensus 
level which is ‘medium’, the preferences on the furthest experts are 
searched. 
 
ii. Trust based consensus models 
 This model manages the frameworks of decision with a huge amount 
of decision makers. Therefore, the large amount of decision makers 
is divided into subgroup of decision makers by means of a clustering 
algorithm before developing the process of consensus. This purpose 
of this is to maintain the diversity on the ideas of the group. The 
decision makers that are discarded giving degrees of trust on decision 
makers that compose that subgroup of decision makers and lastly, a 
network of trust is built.  
 
iii. Dynamic and chargeable consensus models 
 This model presents a procedure in removing those aged bad 
alternatives and adds new alternative. In other words, it means by 
replacing those alternatives that are unavailable or show bad 
evaluations with new and better alternatives. Decision makers giving 
their preferences on the replacements of alternatives and the system 
acts subsequently.  
 
iv. Consensus models based on agent theory 
 This model introduces a new tool to visualize the alternatives based 
on ontology which is more presentable for the discussion and 
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advanced format to represent the preference of individual. The phase 
of discussion among agents in this model is represented by a 
ontology and the arguments used are represented in the discussion 
ontology during the discussion. As a result, the proposal supports the 
representation of individual preferences, argumentations by using 
both ontologies and there is possibility to determine the degree of 




























In this chapter, the problem statement of the difficulty in achieving a consensus 
from risk scores is explained and discussed. To settle this problem, the use of 
consensus approach in fuzzy FMEA is suggested. The usability of the proposed 





In the part of preliminaries, traditional FMEA, traditional FMEA methodology, 
challenges in FMEA and motivation will be discussed. 
 
 
3.2.1 Traditional FMEA 
 
FMEA is a famous methodology of reliability analysis to utilize failure modes of 
process, design and system [1]. In traditional, risk associated to every failure mode is 
evaluated by the model of Risk Priority Number (RPN) which consists of three risk 
factors which are Occurrence (O), Detection (D) and Severity (S). S determines the 
impact of the effect on the failure modes, O describes the possibility of the causation of 
a failure mode and D defines the detection of the failure modes [3]. In general, three risk 
factors of O, D and S are rated from decision makers with referring to their scale of 
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qualitative which is ranged from ‘1’ to ‘10’ [1]. These risk factors are act as input space 
and RPN score acts as output space as defined in Definition 1 and Definition 2. 
Definition 1: Consider input space (O x D x S) with variable o, d and s where o ϵ O, d ϵ 
D and s ϵ S. 
Definition 2: Consider RPN space as output space which consists of all possible RPN 
scores, for example RPN score ϵ RPN space. RPN space is arranged according to 
ascending order of RPN score. The lower the score, the lower considerations on that 
failure mode are needed. 
In traditional, failure modes or corrective actions with their o, d and s scores, of 
input space as defined in Definition 1, are compared to each other, considering their 
RPN score, of output space as in Definition 2. 
 
3.2.2 Traditional FMEA Methodology 
 
The methodology of traditional FMEA is shown in Figure 3.1 and the 
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Figure 3.1: Traditional FMEA Methodology (obtained from [1]) 
 
Step 1: Define the scale table for Severity, Occurrence and Detect 
Step 2: Study about the process / product and divide the process / product to sub 
processes / components 
Evaluate the impact of 
each effect (Severity 
ranking) 
Evaluate the probability 




















Step 3: Determine the potential failure mode of each component process 
Step 4: Determine the effect of each mode of each component / process 
Step 5: Determine the root cause of each failure mode 
Step 6: List current control / prevention of each cause 
Step 7: Evaluate the impact of each effect (Severity ranking) 
Step 8: Evaluate probability of each cause to occur (Occurrence ranking) 
Step 9: Rank the efficiency of the control / prevent (Detect ranking) 
Step 10: The RPN obtained by multiplying the three factors which are O, S and D 
   (RPN = O x S x D) 
Step 11: Correction process which loop back to step 2 if required 
Step 12: End 
 
3.2.3 Challenges in FMEA and Motivation 
 
FMEA is a group activity. There is a research in the literature discloses that a 
team of FMEA could form up to team members of 20 which are FMEA for a 
Medication-Use Process [13]. Nevertheless, there is an assumption saying that ratings of 
consensus (fuzzy) could be achieved for all failure modes and corrective actions [3, 6, 
10]. In this project, it is argued that this is not always the case. The S, O and D 
evaluated from FMEA decision makers may provide different ratings of S, O and D. 
Quoted from [18], 
‘When assigning ratings to the different FMEA parameters it is good practice to 
attempt to reach a consensus within the team. If no consensus can be developed, then 
the best practice is to choose the higher value of the pair.’ 
 
 An example of a part of FMEA table for a yacht system design [17] is shown in 
Table 3.1. In the Table 3.1, the team of FMEA includes six members [17]. From the 
Table 3.1, the score of S for the potential failure mode of ‘Insufficient fire station 
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establishing’ from the sixth number is ‘6’ and fourth number is ‘8’. The S score from 
different decision makers were varied and it happened in the scores of D and O as well. 
This is an example of no consensus, in the sense of [18]. From [18], the score of S of ‘6’ 
from the sixth member should be ignored. In this sense, the score of S for the potential 
failure mode of ‘Insufficient fire station establishing’ from the sixth member is ‘6’ and 
fourth member is ‘8’, might be accepted. 
 This challenge also mentioned in [1]. In [1], consensus is indicated as a decision 
of collective reached through active participation by all decision makers to every 
decision maker is committed. Based on [1], consensus does not mean full agreement 
from the decision makers, even though it maybe. On the other hand, it was also stated in 
[1] that decision makers who ‘say the wrong things’ could exist. This may be depends 
on its own agenda [1]. 
In this part, the situation of achieving the highest score might not be a good 
solution, because lower scores will be ignored in this simple approach. By using another 
example, take the failure mode of ‘Wrong pipe material’ into consideration. The highest 
RPN score can be obtained from S, O and D scores is 112 while for the lowest RPN 
score can be obtained from S, O and D scores is 48. This example shows a major 
difference in achieving RPN scores with the highest and the lowest set of S, O and D 
scores. 
This challenge disclosed by a research in the literature is generally known but to 
the author’s knowledge, there’s no solution of systematic to this challenge. The goal of 
this part is to search another possible solution for this challenge by reaching the 
consensus or at least near the ratings of consensus. Nevertheless, to the knowledge of 
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E2 8 E2 2 E2 3 
E3 8 E3 2 E3 3 
E4 8 E4 2 E4 3 
E5 8 E5 2 E5 3 



















E2 7 E2 2 E2 3 
E3 7 E3 2 E3 3 
E4 7 E4 2 E4 4 
E5 7 E5 2 E5 3 




















E2 8 E2 3 E2 4 
E3 8 E3 2 E3 3 
E4 7 E4 4 E4 4 
E5 7 E5 3 E5 3 
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E3 7 E3 2 E3 3 
E4 8 E4 2 E4 3 
E5 7 E5 5 E5 3 
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E2 6 E2 2 E2 3 
E3 6 E3 2 E3 3 
E4 6 E4 2 E4 3 
E5 6 E5 2 E5 3 







3.3  Developed Approach 
 
 To ease the explanation, consider the failure modes as in Definition 3. 
 
Definition 3: FMEA with n failure modes denoted as Fn where n = 1, 2, 3, … is 
defined. 
 
The team of FMEA includes of k members, and each member is denoted as ek 
where k = 1,  2, 3, …. O, D and S (fuzzy) ratings for every mode of failure, under 
consideration for RPN score, from each team member are represented as; 
                            
The normalized weight for S, O and D for each member is denoted as; 
                   
Normalized weight for every team member of FMEA is denoted as we, k. 
Normalized weight for every team member of FMEA could be different for S, O and D. 
For instance, see [18]. We, k could be generalized to               as in 
equation below; 
      
    
    
 
    
     
     
      
    
     
    
     
    
     
    
     
    
  
The flow chart shown in Figure 3.2 explains the flow of the new approach 
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Step 1: Fuzzy RPN scores 
The scores of fuzzy RPN (FRPN) of each failure mode are achieved by risk 
score with its importance weight from each decision maker’s evaluation, FRPNn,k and 
prioritization of each failure mode from each decision maker are rated by the 
descending order of the FRPN number calculated in equation below; 
                                           
 
Step 2: Individual Fuzzy Preference Ordering 
The descending order of FRPN score of each decision maker is performed in 
terms of the preference ordering by fuzzy ordering relation, 
      
    
    
      
   
in order to classify individual preference ordering of each decision maker on the set of 
alternatives (failure mode). 
 
Step 3: Individual Fuzzy Preference Relations 
Each preference ordering of decision maker, σ
k
 obtained is then converted into 
relation of fuzzy preference        in the form of matrix [n x n], where i, j = 1, 2, 3, …, n 
to present the degree of every decision maker preference of alternatives Fi over Fj by 
transformation function is as equation below; 
   
      
    
   
 
 
    
  
    
 
   
  
 
Step 4: Collective Fuzzy Preference Relations  
 
In this step, by aggregating relations of individual fuzzy preference with 
aggregation operator, the collective fuzzy preference relations are obtained. Let    
                             be the relations of individual fuzzy preference and 











     
  
    
 
Step 5: Individual Consensus Level 
This step measures the level of consensus associated with decision maker, ek as 
follows: 
        
   
     
 
      
 
           
where the consensus associated with each decision maker is according to the 
measurement of the difference between the collective and individual preference. 
 
Step 6: Two Opposing Consensus Groups of Decision Makers 
In this step, let γ be a parameter to justify whether the consensus associated with 
decision maker, ek is acceptable or not. Decision maker, ek is considered as an 
acceptable consensus if CLk ≥ γ. Otherwise, decision maker, ek is considered as an 
unacceptable consensus. In this case, two opposing groups of decision makers are 
provided according to their levels of consensus as shown in Table 3.2.  
 
Table 3.2: Two Opposing Consensus Groups 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU 











Step 7: Global Consensus Measure of All Decision Makers 
Global consensus measure, Cx is obtained by measuring the consensus over the 
set of alternatives as expressed below; 
    
   
 
 
    
Where n is the cardinal number of Fn. 
Step 8: Acceptable Consensus? 
In this step, based on the assumption of γ, the consensus is accepted if Cx ≥ γ. 
Otherwise, the consensus is unaccepted and the process will proceed to feedback 
recommendation process. 
 
Step 9: The Identified Decision Maker and Corresponding Moderator 
A rule is applied which is identification rule. Based on identification rule, the 
decision maker in acceptable consensus group GU has the highest consensus should 
modify their preferences. It is easier to obtain an established consensus with decision 
makers which have a higher consensus when compared to the other decision makers in 
unacceptable consensus group GU. In other words, the decision maker ek in GU which 
has the closest preference to the collective preference, for instance, 
     
     
  
       
   
       
      
     
  
       
 
Step 10: Suggestion to Adjust Preference 
There is another rule has been applied in this step which is direction rule. The 
direction rule is to search the direction to modify the preferences of decision makers. In 
order to persuade the decision maker ek to change their preferences willingly, the main 
focus of the direction rule is to select a suitable decision maker in GA to act as a 
moderator, which has the similar semantics and preferences with ek, to lead ek to modify 
their preferences, therefore ek can achieve a higher individual consensus level. The 







          
       
     
     
                                                                             
 
         
         
      
 
   
          
       
     
 
    
                                                                             
          
         
      
    
          
 
      
     
    
                                                                              
          
         
      
    
          
       
 
    
     
                                                                             
 
         
         
 
     
    
                                                                                         
 
       
          
          
 
    
    
 
Then, a new individual fuzzy preference relation of the decision maker which has the 
highest consensus in unacceptable consensus group GU is formed and process will be 
repeated at step 4. 
  
Step 11: Final Ranking 
If the consensus level calculated in step 8 is acceptable, then according to the 
equation below;  
   
     
 
       
  
 
where w = (w1, w2, … , wm) is the weighting vector and     . 
 
The ranking of alternatives is computed. To rank alternatives, let          




     
 
   











               
 
is the associated weighting vector that satisfies             . The larger the 
value of   
 , the better the ranking of alternatives is. 
 
 
3.4 A Simulated Example 
 
Take a set of fuzzy data sample input space which is the score of risk factor from 
decision makers into consideration as an example. In Table 3.3, the importance weight 
of each risk is shown.  
 
Table 3.3: Importance Weight of S, O and D 
Risk Factors                   
Importance Weight,       0.4 0.3 0.3 
 
The rating of risk factors are evaluated by four decision makers, k = 4, on analyzing 
four possible modes of failure, n = 4 with the term of fuzzy linguistic on risk factor is 
shown in Table 3.4.  
Table 3.4: Fuzzy Scale Table on Risk Factors 
Linguistic Scale Fuzzy Number, N Defuzzified, xn, r 
Very Low (VL) (1, 2, 3) 2 
Low (L) (2, 4, 6) 4 
Medium (M) (4, 6, 8) 6 
High (H) (6, 8, 9) 8 




On the other hand, the inputs scores of risk factor evaluated by decision makers on 
every failure mode are shown in Table 3.5.  
 





e1 e2 e3 e4 
S O D S O D S O D S O D 
F1 M L VL L M L VL L VL H L VL 
F2 L L M M L VL VL M M VL L M 
F3 L H M H M L M L M M L M 
F4 VL L VL L H L L M L M L L 
 
Step 1: Fuzzy RPN Scores 
First of all, obtained the resultant scores of FRPN of every failure mode and shown in 
Table 3.6. 
 




F1 Rank F2 Rank F3 Rank F4 Rank 
e1 4.2 3 4.6 3 2.6 4 5 3 
e2 4.6 2 4.2 4 4.4 3 4.8 4 
e3 5.8 1 6.2 1 5.4 1 5.4 1 
e4 3.2 4 5.2 2 4.6 2 4.8 2 
 
Step 2: Individual Fuzzy Preference Ordering 
From the scores of FRPN obtained in Table 3.6, the ordered ranking based on the risk 
priority number of each decision maker is shown below: 
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Step 3: Individual Fuzzy Preference Relations 
Convert the obtained preference ordering of every decision maker, σ
k
 to fuzzy 
preference relation       to present the degree of each decision maker preference. 
     
   
                        
                        
      
      
      
      
            
            
  
     
   
                        
                        
      
      
      
      
            
            
  
     
   
                        
                        
      
      
      
      
            
            
  
     
   
                        
                        
      
      
      
      
            
            
  
 
Step 4: Collective Fuzzy Preference Relations 
By aggregating relations of individual fuzzy preference with operator of aggregation, 
the relations of collective fuzzy preference, F
c
 are obtained in this step. 
    
                        
                        
      
      
      
      
            







Step 5: Individual Consensus Level 
According to the measurements of the difference between relations of individual 
preference and collective preference, the consensus is associated with each decision 
maker and the consensus level, CLk is measured. 
               
               
               
               
 
Step 6: Two Opposing Consensus Groups of Decision Makers 
Assume γ = 0.8, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 3.7. 
 
Table 3.7: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                       
 
Step 7: Global Consensus Measure of All Decision Makers 
The global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is obtained based on the 
consensus level, CLk is measured above. 
   
    
 
 
                             
 





Step 8: Acceptable Consensus 
Based on the value of γ, the global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is 
higher than the value of γ which is 0.8. Therefore, the consensus is acceptable and it 
will proceed to step 11. 
 
Step 11: Final Ranking 
The global consensus measure obtained is high and therefore based on   
     
 




    
    
        
    are obtained below: 
 
  
    
 
 
    
  
 




    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
   
       
 
 
        
 




          
 
 
          
 
 
         
            
 
  
    
 
 
    
  
 




    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
   
       
 
 
        
 




          
 
 
          
 
 
         
            
 
  
    
 
 
    
  
 




    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
   
       
 
 
        
 




          
 
 
          
 
 
         





    
 
 
    
  
 




    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
   
       
 
 
        
 




          
 
 
          
 
 
      
            
 
Since the larger the value of   
 , the better the ranking of alternatives is. Therefore, the 





















In this chapter, benchmark information from two real case studies will 
demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed approach. The first benchmark information 
is simulated from a real case study related to a yacht design [13] with different 
consensus threshold, which fuzzy FMEA is used. Besides that, the second benchmark 
information is simulated from a real case study related to nuclear reheat valve system 
[50] with different consensus threshold, with fuzzy TOPSIS in FMEA. Furthermore, a 
comparison of the proposed method to the traditional FMEA is presented and a 
concluding remark of this chapter is summarized. 
 




Yacht is leisure sport-related on boat or ship [13]. In recent years, the market of 
yacht included racing yachts and sailing yachts are growing in industry of leisure. The 
production and design of a yacht are very complicated to implement. This is because the 
design and production cost of a yacht are changing depends on the size and 
functionality of the yacht [13]. The process of design for safety in the earlier stage is an 
important process that need to prevent the mitigate risk in industrial projects. The part 
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of design of a yacht system, for example fire, bilge and fuel are complicated and the 
construction of any prototype is impossible [13]. 
From [16], a case study of FMEA in designing the fire system of a yacht by six 
decision makers had been conducted under environment of fuzzy. For interest of 
simplicity, six out of eighteen of the failure modes from the benchmark information 
from [13] are used to demonstrate the usefulness of proposed method. In addition, a 
comparison with the traditional FMEA is conducted to validate the effectiveness of 
proposed approach. 
 
4.2.2 Benchmark Information 
 
The benchmark information from fire system design of a yacht [13] is 
demonstrated in the proposed approach. A group of six decision makers,  er = [e1, e2, e3, 
e4, e5, e6] will identify the failure modes by providing evaluation according to S, O and 
D on the set of six failure modes, Fn = [F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6] in designing fire case 
system of a yacht and is shown in Table 4.1 while the weight of each decision maker is 


















  e1     e2     e3     e4     e5     e6   
S O D S O D S O D S O D S O D S O D 
F1 8 2 3 8 2 3 7 2 3 8 2 3 8 2 3 7 2 3 
F2 8 2 3 7 2 3 7 2 3 7 2 4 7 2 3 7 2 3 
F3 8 3 3 8 3 4 8 2 3 7 4 4 7 3 3 7 3 3 
F4 6 6 3 7 4 4 7 2 3 7 2 3 6 5 3 7 3 3 
F5 7 4 3 7 3 3 7 3 3 8 3 3 7 4 3 6 4 3 
F6 7 4 3 6 2 3 6 2 3 6 2 3 6 2 3 6 2 4 
 
Table 4.2: Importance Weight of S, O and D 
Risk Factors                   
Importance Weight,       0.4 0.3 0.3 
 
 
4.2.3 Simulation with Different Consensus Threshold 
 
The Fuzzy Risk Priority Number (FRPN) score of each failure mode with the 














F1 Rank F2 Rank F3 Rank F4 Rank F5 Rank F6 Rank 
e1 4.7 4 4.7 4 5 2 5.1 1 4.9 3 4.9 3 
e2 4.7 3 4.3 5 5.3 1 5.2 2 4.6 4 3.9 6 
e3 4.3 3 4.3 3 4.7 1 4.3 3 4.6 2 3.9 4 
e4 4.7 3 4.6 4 5.2 1 4.3 5 5 2 3.9 6 
e5 4.7 3 4.3 5 4.6 4 4.8 2 4.9 1 3.9 6 
e6 4.3 3 4.3 3 4.6 1 4.6 1 4.5 2 4.2 4 
 
4.2.3.1 Simulation with Consensus Threshold of 0.80 
 
From the scores of FRPN obtained in Table 4.3, the ordered ranking based on 
the risk priority number of each decision maker is shown below: 
     
     
    
    
    
                 
     
     
    
    
    
                 
     
     
    
    
    
                 
     
     
    
    
    
                 
     
     
    
    
    
                 
     
     
    
    
    
                 
 
After that, convert the obtained preference ordering of every decision maker, σ
k
 
to fuzzy preference relation       to present the degree of each decision maker preference. 








                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  

















                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  















                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  















                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  















                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  















                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  








By aggregating relations of individual fuzzy preference with operator of 
aggregation, the relations of collective fuzzy preference, F
c
 are obtained in this step. 







                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  










According to the measurements of the difference between relations of individual 
preference and collective preference, the consensus is associated with each decision 
maker and the consensus level, CLk is measured. 
               
               
               
               
               
               
 
Since γ = 0.80, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.4. 
 
Table 4.4: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                               
 
The global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is obtained based on the 
consensus level, CLk is measured above. 
   
    
 
 
                                           
 
        
 
Based on the value of γ, the global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is 




The global consensus measure obtained is high and therefore based on   
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Since the larger the value of   
 , the better the ranking of alternatives is. Therefore, the 
collective ranking of alternatives obtained is F3 > F4 > F5 > F1 > F2 > F6. 
 
4.2.3.2 Simulation with Consensus Threshold of 0.90 
 
For consensus threshold, γ = 0.90, the global consensus measure achieved which 
is Cx = 0.8871 is not in the acceptable range ( Cx < 0.90 ). Therefore, a feedback system 
is required. The second iteration proceeds as follows: 
 
Second iteration: 
Assume γ = 0.90, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 




Table 4.5: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                             
 
To achieve higher global consensus measure, decision maker, e2 will be the target to 
change the preference since it has the highest consensus in GU that should modify their 
preference. To change the preference of decision maker, e2, a suitable decision maker in 
GA is selected which is decision maker, e3 since it has the similar semantics and 
preferences with e2. Therefore, a new fuzzy preference relation, F
2
 is calculated. 








                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  








Next, a new collective fuzzy preference relation, F
c
 is formed. 







                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  








According to the measurements of the difference between relations of individual 
preference and collective preference, the consensus is associated with each decision 
maker and the consensus level, CLk is measured. 
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Since γ = 0.90, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.6. 
 
Table 4.6: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                             
 
The global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is obtained based on the 
consensus level, CLk is measured above. 
   
    
 
 
                                           
 
        
 
Based on the value of γ, the global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is 
higher than the value of γ which is 0.90. Therefore, the consensus is acceptable. 
 
The global consensus measure obtained is high and therefore based on   
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Since the larger the value of   
 , the better the ranking of alternatives is. Therefore, the 
collective ranking of alternatives obtained is F3 > F5 > F4 > F1 > F2 > F6. 
 
4.2.3.3 Simulation with Consensus Threshold of 0.95 
 
For consensus threshold, γ = 0.95, the global consensus measure achieved which 
is Cx = 0.9025 is not in the acceptable range ( Cx < 0.95 ). Therefore, a feedback system 
is required. The third iteration proceeds as follows: 
 
Third iteration: 
Assume γ = 0.95, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.7. 
 
Table 4.7: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  





To achieve higher global consensus measure, decision maker, e6 will be the target to 
change the preference since it has the highest consensus in GU that should modify their 
preference. To change the preference of decision maker, e6, a suitable decision maker in 
GA is selected which is decision maker, e2 since it has the similar semantics and 
preferences with e6. Therefore, a new fuzzy preference relation, F
6
 is calculated. 








                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  








Next, a new collective fuzzy preference relation, F
c
 is formed. 







                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  








According to the measurements of the difference between relations of individual 
preference and collective preference, the consensus is associated with each decision 
maker and the consensus level, CLk is measured. 
               
               
               
               
               
               
 
Since γ = 0.95, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
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consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.8. 
 
Table 4.8: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                             
 
The global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is obtained based on the 
consensus level, CLk is measured above. 
   
    
 
 
                                           
 
        
 
Based on the value of γ, the global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is 
lower than the value of γ which is 0.95. Therefore, the consensus is not acceptable and 
will continue to forth iteration to achieve higher global consensus measure, Cx. 
 
Forth iteration:  
Since γ = 0.95, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.9. 
 
Table 4.9: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  





To achieve higher global consensus measure, decision maker, e3 will be the target to 
change the preference since it has the highest consensus in GU that should modify their 
preference. To change the preference of decision maker, e3, a suitable decision maker in 
GA is selected which is decision maker, e2 since it has the similar semantics and 
preferences with e3. Therefore, a new fuzzy preference relation, F
3
 is calculated. 








                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  








Next, a new collective fuzzy preference relation, F
c
 is formed. 







                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  








According to the measurements of the difference between relations of individual 
preference and collective preference, the consensus is associated with each decision 
maker and the consensus level, CLk is measured. 
               
               
               
               
               
               
 
Since γ = 0.95, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
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consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.10. 
 
Table 4.10: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                             
 
The global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is obtained based on the 
consensus level, CLk is measured above. 
   
    
 
 
                                           
 
        
 
Based on the value of γ, the global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is 
lower than the value of γ which is 0.95. Therefore, the consensus is not acceptable and 
will continue to fifth iteration to achieve higher global consensus measure, Cx. 
 
Fifth iteration:  
Since γ = 0.95, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.11. 
 
Table 4.11: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  




To achieve higher global consensus measure, decision maker, e1 will be the target to 
change the preference since it has the highest consensus in GU that should modify their 
preference. To change the preference of decision maker, e1, a suitable decision maker in 
GA is selected which is decision maker, e2 since it has the similar semantics and 
preferences with e1. Therefore, a new fuzzy preference relation, F
1
 is calculated. 








                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  








Next, a new collective fuzzy preference relation, F
c
 is formed. 







                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  








According to the measurements of the difference between relations of individual 
preference and collective preference, the consensus is associated with each decision 
maker and the consensus level, CLk is measured. 
               
               
               
               
               
               
 
Since γ = 0.95, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
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consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.12. 
 
Table 4.12: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                             
 
The global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is obtained based on the 
consensus level, CLk is measured above. 
   
    
 
 
                                           
 
        
 
Based on the value of γ, the global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is 
lower than the value of γ which is 0.95. Therefore, the consensus is not acceptable and 
will continue to sixth iteration to achieve higher global consensus measure, Cx. 
 
Sixth iteration:  
Since γ = 0.95, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.13. 
 
Table 4.13: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  




To achieve higher global consensus measure, decision maker, e4 will be the target to 
change the preference since it has the highest consensus in GU that should modify their 
preference. To change the preference of decision maker, e4, a suitable decision maker in 
GA is selected which is decision maker, e6 since it has the similar semantics and 
preferences with e4. Therefore, a new fuzzy preference relation, F
4
 is calculated. 








                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  








Next, a new collective fuzzy preference relation, F
c
 is formed. 







                                    
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                        
      
      
      
                  
                  








According to the measurements of the difference between relations of individual 
preference and collective preference, the consensus is associated with each decision 
maker and the consensus level, CLk is measured. 
               
               
               
               
               
               
 
Since γ = 0.95, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
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consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.14. 
 
Table 4.14: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                             
 
The global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is obtained based on the 
consensus level, CLk is measured above. 
   
    
 
 
                                           
 
        
 
Based on the value of γ, the global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is 
higher than the value of γ which is 0.95. Therefore, the consensus is acceptable. 
 
The global consensus measure obtained is high and therefore based on   
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Since the larger the value of   
 , the better the ranking of alternatives is. Therefore, the 
collective ranking of alternatives obtained is F3 > F5 > F4 > F1 > F2 > F6. 
 
4.2.4 Result Analysis 
 
The simulations of the proposed method by three different settings of consensus 
threshold values of 0.80, 0.90 and 0.95 are simulated on real / benchmark information 
from [13] with precise (non-fuzzy) rating of risk factors of D, O and S. From the result 
obtained, when the global consensus measure achieved is lower than the consensus 
threshold, a feedback system will be implemented by modifying decision maker with 
lowest proximity measure compared to others. As mentioned earlier, in a group decision 
making, team members that who “say the wrong things” could exist. As a result, the 
modification of decision maker is suggested to decrease the “noise” in the process of 
group decision. This is because the decision maker could be the team members who 
“say the wrong things”. The ranking of each simulation is different as the consensus 
threshold is different. Nevertheless, when the global consensus measure achieved the 
maximum value, a constant value will be provided by the ranking of the set of failure 
mode. 
In the first iteration, the global consensus measure achieved a value of 0.8871 
provides a resultant ranking of F3 > F4 > F5 > F1 > F2 > F6 which is accepted for the first 
consensus threshold of 0.80 but unaccepted in the second simulation which having a 
consensus threshold of 0.90. Hence, a second iteration is carried out by measuring the 
proximity of each decision maker and the modification of decision maker, e2 which has 
the lowest proximity measure compared to other decision makers. In the second 
iteration, a ranking of F3 > F5 > F4 > F1 > F2 > F6 with global consensus measure of 
0.9025 is achieved. However, in order to get a more agreeable ranking, a simulation of 
third consensus threshold of 0.95 is simulated. To obtain global consensus measure 
higher than the consensus threshold of 0.95, four iterations are carried out. The final 
global consensus measure achieved is 0.9502 which is higher than the consensus 
threshold of 0.95 with the ranking of F3 > F5 > F4 > F1 > F2 > F6. 
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The ranking of the set of failure mode in each simulation is according to the 
increasing order of global consensus measure achieved. A comparison of the resultant 
ranking of each simulation according to the corresponding global consensus measure 
achieved in the simulation is shown in Figure 4.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Resultant Ranking of Different Consensus Threshold in Fire System Design 
of a Yacht 
 
From Figure 4.1, it shows that the resultant ranking of second simulation with 
consensus threshold of 0.90 and third simulation with consensus threshold of 0.95 
achieved a similar ranking which is F3 > F5 > F4 > F1 > F2 > F6. In this case, it observed 
that the maximum agreement of this case study is 0.9025 which is more than 90% of 
agreement amongst the decision makers on the resultant ranking of F3 > F5 > F4 > F1 > 
F2 > F6. 
The riskiness of potential failure modes in designing fire system of a yacht are 
ranked as F3 > F5 > F4 > F1 > F2 > F6. The failure mode F3, “Wrong pipe material” has 




































“Heat conduction through the compartments”, F1, “System flow rate is low”, F2, 
“Wrong pump type determining” and F6, “System air flow” has ranked as the least risky 
compared to other failure modes. In conclusion, from the simulated result, it is 
mathematically proven that all decision makers had come into a consensus on the 
resultant ranking. 
 





Nuclear reheat valve system is a part of an accessory in the equipment of nuclear 
power station [50]. It is required to have a higher reliability as the medium for 
transportation of radioactive is high in temperature and pressure. The system of nuclear 
reheat valve must be closed immediately when it operates in an abnormal condition to 
cut off the steam by going into the cylinder of low pressure [50]. This is due to the 
safety and reliability issue in a steam turbine system. The functional block diagram of 
nuclear reheat valve system is shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
 




From [50], a case study of FMEA in a system of nuclear reheat valve by six 
decision makers had been conducted by using integrated weight-based fuzzy TOPSIS. 
Also, a comparison of the proposed method to the traditional FMEA is summarized. 
 
4.3.2 Benchmark Information 
 
From [50], a case study from system of reheat valve in a nuclear steam turbine is 
utilized to the proposed method. The details of the FMEA information of the nuclear 
reheat valve system from [50] are as shown in Table 4.15. 
 
Table 4.15: Potential Failure Mode in Nuclear Reheat Valve System by Decision 
Makers [50] 




 Causes of 
failure modes 




    
F1 
 Valve' closing 





 Over speeding of 
steam turbine rotor 
and parts breakdown 
 
Valve closing test     
    
         
F2 
 
Valve cannot be 
closed tightly 




Blade corrosion of 
steam turbine 
 
Valve leak test     
    
         
F3 
 
Large leak of 
valve shaft 
 Compaction 
force of sealing 
filler is not 
enough 
 
Waste of chemical 





    
    







 Valve cannot open 
and close normally, 
and unsafe operation 
 Visual inspection of 
cylinder pressure 
gauge 
    
    
         
F5 




 Valve cannot open 
and close affecting 
 
Valve operation test 
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 closing  valve shaft or 
body due to 
process and 
material defects 
 normal operation of 
turbine 
 
    
    













on the fracture gap 
    
    






 Low strength of 
bearing material 
and long-term 
wear and tear 
 
Abnormal operation 




    
    
    




or abnormal noise 
of valve system 







Make the user feel 
uncomfortable, and 








    
    
    
    
                  
         
 
For this case study, it involves four decision makers which are, er = [e1, e2, e3, e4] to 
evaluate the risk factors D, O and S on a set of eight failure modes, Fn = [F1, F2, F3, F4, 
F5, F6, F7, F8]. The membership function linguistic variable for ranking the risk factors 
with the defuzzified value of each variable is simulated as shown in Figure 4.3 where 
the linguistic variable of the risk factors D, O and S for rating the failure mode is shown 
in Table 4.16. On the other hand, the score of risk factors of D, O and S on each failure 





Figure 4.3: The Linguistic Variable and Defuzzified Value for Rating of S, O and D 
 
Table 4.16: Linguistic Variable of Risk Factors D, O and S for Rating the Failure Mode 
[50] 
Linguistic variable Fuzzy number Defuzzified 
Very poor (VP) (0, 0, 1) 0.33 
Poor (P) (0, 1, 3) 1.33 
Medium poor (MP) (1, 3, 5) 3.00 
Fair (F) (3, 5, 7) 5.00 
Medium good (MG) (5, 7, 9) 7.00 
Good (G) (7, 9, 10) 8.67 















e1 e2 e3 e4 
Risk factors S O D S O D S O D S O D 
F1 VG MP G VG MP G VG F MG G F F 
F2 P MP MP MP MP F F F F MP MP MP 
F3 MP MG MP MP MG MP F F P MP F MP 
F4 MG P MP MG P P MG MP MP F MP MP 
F5 VG MP MP VG MP MP MG F P G F MP 
F6 VG VP P VG P P VG P MP VG MP F 
F7 MG F P MG F P G MG MP G F MP 
F8 F F MP F MG F MG F MP MG MG MP 
 
4.3.3 Simulation with Different Consensus Threshold 
 
The Fuzzy Risk Priority Number (FRPN) score of each failure mode with 
weighting vector of risk factors of D, O and S,                           by each 
decision maker is shown in Table 4.18. 
Table 4.18: FRPN Score of Each Decision Maker on The Set Of Failure Mode (Case 
Study 2) 
                                  
er FRPN score 
  F1 Rank F2 Rank F3 Rank F4 Rank F5 Rank F6 Rank F7 Rank F8 Rank 
e1 7.18 1.00 2.35 8.00 4.34 5.00 4.01 7.00 5.62 2.00 4.27 6.00 4.78 3.00 4.46 4.00 
e2 7.18 1.00 3.55 7.00 4.34 6.00 3.55 7.00 5.62 3.00 4.60 5.00 4.78 4.00 5.67 2.00 
e3 7.39 1.00 5.01 5.00 4.00 8.00 4.57 7.00 4.78 6.00 5.06 4.00 6.56 2.00 5.24 3.00 







4.3.3.1 Simulation with Consensus Threshold of 0.80 
 
From the scores of FRPN obtained in Table 4.3, the ordered ranking based on the risk 
priority number of each decision maker is shown below: 
     
     
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
                     
     
     
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
                     
     
     
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
                     
     
     
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
                     
 
After that, convert the obtained preference ordering of every decision maker, σ
k
 to fuzzy 
preference relation       to present the degree of each decision maker preference. 










                                                
                                                 
      
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
                              
                              
      
      
      
      
      
      
                  
                  



















                                                
                                                 
      
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
                              
                              
      
      
      
      
      
      
                  
                  



















                                                
                                                
      
       
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                                     
      
      
      
      
      
                              
                              
      
      
      
      
      
      
                  
                  





















                                                
                                                 
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
                              
                              
      
      
      
      
      
      
                  
                  










By aggregating relations of individual fuzzy preference with operator of aggregation, 
the relations of collective fuzzy preference, F
c
 are obtained in this step. 









                                                
                                                 
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
                              
                              
      
      
      
      
      
      
                  
                  










According to the measurements of the difference between relations of individual 
preference and collective preference, the consensus is associated with each decision 
maker and the consensus level, CLk is measured. 
               
               
               
               
 
Since γ = 0.80, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 





Table 4.19: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                         
 
The global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is obtained based on the 
consensus level, CLk is measured above. 
   
    
 
 
                             
 
        
 
Based on the value of γ, the global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is 
higher than the value of γ which is 0.80. Therefore, the consensus is acceptable. 
 
The global consensus measure obtained is high and therefore based on   
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    are obtained below: 
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Since the larger the value of   
 , the better the ranking of alternatives is. Therefore, the 
collective ranking of alternatives obtained is F1 > F8 > F7 > F5 > F6 > F3 > F4 > F2. 
 
4.3.3.2 Simulation with Consensus Threshold of 0.90 
 





Assume γ = 0.90, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.20. 
 
Table 4.20: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                       
 
To achieve higher global consensus measure, decision maker, e1 will be the target to 
change the preference since it has the highest consensus in GU that should modify their 
preference. To change the preference of decision maker, e1, a suitable decision maker in 
GA is selected which is decision maker, e4 since it has the similar semantics and 
preferences with e1. Therefore, a new fuzzy preference relation, F
1
 is calculated. 










                                                
                                                 
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
                              
                              
      
      
      
      
      
      
                  
                  










Next, a new collective fuzzy preference relation, F
c
 is formed. 









                                                
                                                
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
                              
                              
      
      
      
      
      
      
                  
                  









According to the measurements of the difference between relations of individual 
preference and collective preference, the consensus is associated with each decision 
maker and the consensus level, CLk is measured. 
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Since γ = 0.90, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.21. 
 
Table 4.21: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                       
 
The global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is obtained based on the 
consensus level, CLk is measured above. 
   
    
 
 
                             
 
        
 
Based on the value of γ, the global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is 
higher than the value of γ which is 0.90. Therefore, the consensus is acceptable. 
 
The global consensus measure obtained is high and therefore based on   
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    are obtained below: 
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Since the larger the value of   
 , the better the ranking of alternatives is. Therefore, the 
collective ranking of alternatives obtained is F1 > F8 > F7 > F6 > F5 > F4 > F2 > F3. 
 
4.3.3.3 Simulation with Consensus Threshold of 0.95 
 
For consensus threshold, γ = 0.95, the global consensus measure achieved which is Cx = 
0.9303 is not in the acceptable range ( Cx < 0.95 ). Therefore, a feedback system is 
required. The third iteration proceeds as follows: 
 
Third iteration: 
Assume γ = 0.95, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.22. 
 
Table 4.22: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                       
 
To achieve higher global consensus measure, decision maker, e2 will be the target to 
change the preference since it has the highest consensus in GU that should modify their 
preference. To change the preference of decision maker, e2, a suitable decision maker in 
GA is selected which is decision maker, e1 since it has the similar semantics and 
preferences with e2. Therefore, a new fuzzy preference relation, F
1
 is calculated. 
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Next, a new collective fuzzy preference relation, F
c
 is formed. 









                                                
                                                
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
                              
                              
      
      
      
      
      
      
                  
                  









According to the measurements of the difference between relations of individual 
preference and collective preference, the consensus is associated with each decision 
maker and the consensus level, CLk is measured. 
               
               
               
               
 
Since γ = 0.95, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.23. 
Table 4.23: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  




The global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is obtained based on the 
consensus level, CLk is measured above. 
   
    
 
 
                             
 
        
 
Based on the value of γ, the global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is 
lower than the value of γ which is 0.95. Therefore, the consensus is not acceptable and 
will continue to forth iteration to achieve higher global consensus measure, Cx. 
 
Forth iteration: 
Since γ = 0.95, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.24. 
 
Table 4.24: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                        
 
To achieve higher global consensus measure, decision maker, e4 will be the target to 
change the preference since it has the highest consensus in GU that should modify their 
preference. To change the preference of decision maker, e4, a suitable decision maker in 
GA is selected which is decision maker, e1 since it has the similar semantics and 
preferences with e4. Therefore, a new fuzzy preference relation, F
4
 is calculated. 










                                                
                                                 
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
                              
                              
      
      
      
      
      
      
                  
                  











Next, a new collective fuzzy preference relation, F
c
 is formed. 









                                                
                                                
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                                    
      
      
      
      
      
                              
                              
      
      
      
      
      
      
                  
                  









According to the measurements of the difference between relations of individual 
preference and collective preference, the consensus is associated with each decision 
maker and the consensus level, CLk is measured. 
               
               
               
               
 
Since γ = 0.95, divide the consensus into two groups which are acceptable consensus 
group, GA consists of decision makers with acceptable consensus and unacceptable 
consensus group, GU consists of decision makers with unacceptable consensus. The 
division of groups are listed in Table 4.25. 
 
Table 4.25: Two Opposing Consensus Groups GA and GU 
Acceptable consensus group, GA  Unacceptable consensus group, GU  
                       
 
The global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is obtained based on the 
consensus level, CLk is measured above. 
   
    
 
 
                             
 




Based on the value of γ, the global consensus measure, Cx of all decision makers is 
lower than the value of γ which is 0.95. Therefore, the consensus is acceptable. 
 
The global consensus measure obtained is high and therefore based on   
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    are obtained below: 
 
  
    
 
 
    
  
 




    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
   
        
 
 
        
 




          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 




          
 
 
         
            
 
  
    
 
 
    
  
 




    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
   
        
 
 
        
 




          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 




          
 
 
         
            
  
    
 
 
    
  
 




    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
   
         
 
 
        
 




          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 




          
 
 
         





    
 
 
    
  
 




    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
   
         
 
 
        
 




          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 




          
 
 
         
            
 
  
    
 
 
    
  
 




    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
   
        
 
 
        
 




          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 




          
 
 
         
            
 
  
    
 
 
    
  
 




    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
   
         
 
 
        
 




          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 




          
 
 
         
            
 
  
    
 
 
    
  
 




    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
   
          
 
 
        
 




          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 




          
 
 
         





    
 
 
    
  
 




    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
    
 
 
    
   
         
 
 
        
 




          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 
          
 
 




          
 
 
         
            
 
Since the larger the value of   
 , the better the ranking of alternatives is. Therefore, the 
collective ranking of alternatives obtained is F1 > F8 > F7 > F6 > F5 > F2 > F4 > F3. 
 
4.3.4 Result Analysis 
 
The simulations of the proposed method by three different setting of consensus 
threshold values of 0.8, 0.90 and 0.95 are simulated on real / benchmark information 
from [50] fuzzy ratings of risk factors D, O and S. From the result obtained, when the 
global consensus measure achieved is lower than the consensus threshold, a feedback 
system will be implemented by modifying those decision makers with the lowest 
proximity measure compared to others. 
In the first iteration, the global consensus measure achieved a value of 0.9107 
provides a resultant ranking of F1 > F8 > F7 > F5 > F6 > F3 > F4 > F2. On the other hand, 
the global consensus measure in second iteration achieved a value of 0.9303 by 
modifying decision maker, e1 who has the lowest proximity measure with the ranking of 
F1 > F8 > F7 > F6 > F5 > F4 > F2 > F3. However, in order to get a more agreeable ranking, 
a simulation of third consensus threshold of 0.95 is simulated. To obtain global 
consensus measure higher than the consensus threshold of 0.95, two iterations are 
carried out. The final global consensus measure achieved is 0.9520 which is higher than 




The ranking of the set of failure mode in each simulation is according to the 
increasing order of global consensus measure achieved. A comparison of the resultant 
ranking of each simulation according to the corresponding global consensus measure 
achieved in the simulation is shown in Figure 4.4. 
 
Figure 4.4: Resultant Ranking of Different Consensus Threshold in Nuclear Reheat 
Valve System 
 
From Figure 4.4, a comparison of three simulations with different consensus 
thresholds is shown. The ranking ordered as F1 > F8 > F7 > F6 > F5 > F2 > F4 > F3 
achieved obtained the highest agreement from decision makers as compared to the other 
two rankings. Therefore, the prioritization of potential failure mode in nuclear reheat 
valve system with the order of F1 > F8 > F7 > F6 > F5 > F2 > F4 > F3 is chosen which 
achieved more than 95% agreement from decision makers. 
The riskiness of potential failure modes in nuclear reheat valve system are 
ordered as F1 > F8 > F7 > F6 > F5 > F2 > F4 > F3. The failure mode F1, “Valve’ closing 
time is too long or no action” has ranked as the most risky followed by F8, “Excessive 
noise or abnormal noise of valve system”, F7, “Malfunction of valve shaft support 







































“Valve cannot be closed tightly”, F4, “Valve fluctuations” and lastly F3, “Large leak of 
valve shaft” has ranked as the least risky amongst the set of failure modes. From the 
simulated results, it is proved in mathematically that all decision makers had come into 




In this section, a comparison on the resultant ranking of the proposed method 
and the traditional method on FMEA for both case studies are discussed. 
Aforementioned, in traditional FMEA, the highest pair will be chosen on the evaluation 
of risk factors D, O and S for consensus issue. Nevertheless, for this proposed method, 
it was argued that this case is not always the solution. In order to make the comparison 
more understandable, the comparison ranking on both methods of first and second case 
studies is shown in Table 4.26 and 4.27 respectively. 
 
Table 4.26: Comparison of Ranking on the Set of Alternatives for Both Methods (Case 
Study 1) 
              
Methods Ranking 
  F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 
Traditional 
FMEA 
6 5 2 1 4 3 
       
Proposed 
Method 







Table 4.27: Comparison of Ranking on the Set of Alternatives for Both Methods (Case 
Study 2) 
  
      
    
Methods Ranking 
  F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 
Traditional 
FMEA 
1 7 6 6 3 4 5 2 
         
Proposed 
Method 
1 6 8 7 5 4 3 2 
 
Both Table 4.26 and 4.27 show that most of the ranking in traditional FMEA are 
different from the ranking by using proposed method. Generally, it can’t deny that the 
ranking of traditional FMEA is wrong but when come towards to the issue of consensus, 
it might not be the solution. Despite, with the proposed method, the consensus issue 
amongst the decision makers can be shown through the simulation mathematically and 
it can be proven that all decision makers had come into consensus on the resultant 




In this chapter, the effectiveness of the proposed approach had been evaluated in 
two different benchmark information relating to fire system design of a yacht from [13] 
and nuclear reheat valve system from [50]. 
The proposed approach provides a solution on the consensus issue in group 
decision making problem that existed in FMEA. The simulated benchmark information 
with different consensus thresholds is to present the agreement level of the decision 
makers on the resultant ranking achieved. A comparison of the proposed approach and 










In the previous chapter, the applicability of the proposed approach on two 
different benchmark information/data are evaluated. In this chapter, a conclusion for the 
overall project and recommendations for future improvement are presented. 
The organizations of this chapter are as follows. In Section 5.2, a concluding 
remark of the whole project is presented. In Section 5.3, recommendation for future 




In this project, a consensus group decision making approach to (fuzzy) FMEA is 
applied to FMEA methodology. The effectiveness of consensus model with two 
benchmark information relating to yacht design system and nuclear valve system in 
FMEA are evaluated. 
The proposed approach is applied to two real cases of FMEA in designing fire 
system of a yacht from [13] and nuclear reheat valve system from [50]. In these two 
benchmark information, the effectiveness of the proposed approach is proved. The 
results of proposed approach show a fully reflect on the importance of the agreement of 
decision makers on the (fuzzy) rating risk score in FMEA. The feature of this proposed 
approach helps to provide the consensus in FMEA towards more evidential approach 
rather than estimating. 
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The comparison of traditional FMEA methodology and the proposed approach 
in the two case studies is presented. From the analysis of these case studies, it shows 
that the consensus level on the (fuzzy) rating of decision makers on set of potential 
failure modes which are proven in mathematically. 
From the results, each of every decision maker’s preference can be reviewed 
from the proposed approach. In this case, the problem on difficulty of group decision 
making in achieving agreeable solution can be determined as the global consensus 
measure of each decision maker on the set of alternative (failure mode) can be reviewed 
from the result to find out which decision makers are not agree on the resultant ranking. 
Besides, by using different consensus threshold, iterations will proceed until a same 
ranking are achieved for the first case study (yacht design system). Also, the iteration 
will not proceed when there is only one decision maker left. 
 
5.3 Future Work 
 
For future improvement in this project, the proposed approach will generalized 
an advice system for those with low consensus degree by providing the 
recommendation to decision makers who has the low proximity measure amongst. The 
recommendation provided will lead the decision makers to change their opinion in order 
to make their opinion closer with others. This aids to alerts those decision makers who 
might conduct a mistake on the (fuzzy) rating of risk score in FMEA to re–evaluating 
again on the risk factors rating. 
The advice system is generated according to a set of rules to help the decision 
makers by changing their opinions and provide a guidance to decision makers on the 
direction of changing the rating on risk factors in order to achieve a higher global 
consensus measure as much as possible. 
Besides that, a further investigation in the process of feedback recommendation 
phase will be introduced to improve the consensus. From here, the effect of the 
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